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A new method of stability estimation of Vietnamese small-sized fishing vessels at early stages of designing is presented in the paper. A
general mathe-matical model of critical elevations of center gravity (CG) of a vessel for all crite-ria is based on stability recommendations
of the international marine organiza-tion (IMO) (1968) and Rules of the Russian marine navigation register (2005) (for small vessels).
After the processing of statistical data on Vietnamese small-sized fishing vessels, regression models of critical elevations of CG
according to different criteria of stability are develo â€œSafety of Small Fishing Vessels - Consolidated text of the draft Safety
recommendations for decked fishing vessels of less than 12 meters in length and undecked fishing vesselsâ€, Submitted by the
Secretariat, IMO Document SLF 51/5, 2007. SEVASTIANOV, N. B., "Practical and Scientific Aspects of the Stability Problem for Small
Fishing Vessels", Proc. RINA Int. Conf. on Design Considerations for Small Craft, London, 1984. DAHLE, E. A., MYRHAUG, D., DAHL,
S.J., "Probability of Capsizing in Steep and High Waves from the Side in Open Sea and Coastal Waters", Ocean Engng., Vol. 1 Today,
fishing boat design and construction is an international industry, with the different vessel types dictated more by the fishing methods for
which they are designed rather than by their port or country of origin. The establishment of 200-mile fishing limits (see above History of
commercial fishing) has altered fishing patterns and, with them, the types of vessels used by many countries.Â In western Europe,
compact fishing vessels have been developed with high catching power. The advantage of these smaller vessels is their reduced capital
and operating costs. Steel is the most common construction material, being used exclusively on larger vessels (above 25 metres).
Traditional wood construction is less common because of cost and a lack of suitable timber in many areas.

Fishing Vessels have wide variety of applications and fishing methods, designed to fish in the most economical and sustainable way.
Over 200 fishing ships are delivered world wide.Â Whether it's a simple question or you need assistance with your Damen product, we
believe great things can start with a small conversation. I'm interested in New Ships. Small craft design should be based on the
traditions of a given region. Vessel sizes and designs that have evolved in an area are usually well adapted to the local fishing gear and
methods, the range of operations, construction materials, the winds, and local sea conditions. A radical departure from the traditional
hull design may not gain local acceptance. Rafts are keelless vessels that are common In many areas of Asia. They may be constructed
of bamboo, logs, or plastic cylinders, lashed or fastened together. These vessels are beach- landing craft, well suited for heavy surf
conditions that

